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Students cited for
involvement in scrap
after receiving a 911, call finding a
group of some twenty people, several armed with two-by-four boards.
Forthe second time in four weeks.
One individual wielded a shovel,
the Holland P.D. cited Hope stu- Sgl.BobDeVries,HoIlandP.D.said,
dents for disorderly
l and was arrested for
conduct after breakfelonious assault.
"We will not
ing up a fight on 14th
The six Muskegon
St., Friday, Feb. 12.
visitors were also artolerate
A Hope student
rested, cited with
behaviors that
and six friends from
misdemeanors for
jeopardize
the
Muskegon traveled to
disorderly conduct.
the 14th St. address
physical well
All will appear on
in attempt to peacecharges in a court of
being of
fully resolve a prior
law at a later time. In
students/9
conflict involving the
addition, the Hope ofresident, another
— Dean
fenders will face the
Hope student.
judicial board, which
Richard Frost
The conversation
could mean expulP h o t o courtGse
sion.
. i--~ - n . . . . . .
y ot Milestone got out of hand when
the group turned violent, actions
"As a Christian institute we do
LET THE MUSIC PLAY ON: Students dance the night away at Fantasia on Friday
police say were provoked by exces- not condone resolution by physical
night at the Holiday Inn In Holland to the sounds of Jane Powell and EarthTONES.
sive alcohol use.
means," Dean of Students Richard
Holland Police and a Public Frost said. "We will not tolerate
Safety officer arrived simulta- behaviors that jeopardize the physineously at approximately 11 p.m. cal well being of students."
by Julie Blair
campus editor

Fantasia's changes spark mixed emotion

by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
The changes in location, format
and entertainment at this year' s Fantasia sparked mixed reactigns from
those who attended the event. Reactions ranged from students who felt
that this year's was the best ever, to
those who were disappointed and
wanted their money back.
The goal of changes was to promote ticket sales by moving the event
closer to campus and reducing the
ticket cost. "We are hoping that by
making some changes in both the
entertainment and the accessibility
of the event, that more people will
attend," said Anne Bakker-Gras,
Director of Student Activities.
Approximately 300 people attended the dance, making for a
crowded but not uncomfortable facility. "We were pleased at the turn
out," said SAC member Scott
Sawicki ( 4 95), "I can't imagine that
place with too many more people, it
would have been too packed."
Turn out may have indeed been
greater had the event not been scheduled on the first weekend of pledging. "You figure 20percent of the
campus is Greek and then take into
account who all of those people are
dating and vou do come out with a

significant number of people," said
Sawicki. Evidently, since spring and
winter breaks are in a different position than usual this year, the scheduling conflict was unavoidable as
the Holiday Inn had only a few select weekends available.
Moved as a result of a reservation shaft by the Am way Grand Hotel
in Grand Rapids, Fantasia was held
in The Caribbean ballroom at The
Holiday Inn in Holland.
"The location worked out much
better for us," said SAC member
Renee Harris ('95).
Other students who attended the
dance were convenienced by the
location too. "It made the fun part of
the evening last longer since you
weren't spending so much time on
the road," said Annette Danials ('%).
However, some students were
disappointed at the new location. "It
just didn't seem as formal or as
exciting as it was last year," said
Lorraine Gardner ( t 96). ' T h e Holland Holiday Inn just isn't that great
of a place."
One change that students seemed
to be unanimously in favor of was
being able to get dinner on their own
instead of having a sit down dinner
included in their ticket. "It was great
to be able to do more of your own
thing. That wav it was more relaxed.

you could take your time and show
up whenever you wanted to," said
Mantu Joshi ('95).
Amber Toth ('96) agreed with
this, "It was fun to able to spend
more time alone with your date instead of spending the whole evening
with a billion other people."
Opinions were split once again
when it came to the entertainment.
"I liked the live bands, they were a
lot of fun," said Joshi. "1 had never
been to a dance where there were
live bands before, it was a trip! It
was good that there were two bands
too (Jane Powell and EarthTONES)
so when one band took a break, the
other came on," added Sawicki.
On the flip side, Gardner thought,
"the bands were cheesy and hard to
dance to. All the music sounded
exactly the same—they needed a DJ
in a big way." Heidi VanWieren
C96) agreed that the music would
not have been her first pick in
tunes/The evening would have been
a greater success had they featured
bands with more variety, bands that
had more appeal to a wider variety
of people, or at least bands that did
covers that more of us recognized."
Despite controversy on both sides
Fantasia will return to the Amway
again next year, complete with sit
down dinner.

Students take their best
shot for Pistons tickets
Mary Lane
Staff Reporter
Dinner at Phelps was crowded
last Thursday, Feb. 17 as students
enjoyed the atmosphere of the third
annual 1994 Pepsi Piston Challenge
put on by the Phelps Dining Service
and SAC.
According to Phelps Manager
Rick Belfour, the event was started
as a way to "come up with a special
event fun for students which would
generate as much participation as it
could and get the support of other
groups on campus."
The night seems to have been a
success as students eagerly lined up
to get into Phelps for dinner. Once
in, they were greeted by streamers,
energetic SAC announcers next to
basket ball hoops, and comers with
popcorn booths. The event was so
popular that some students had a
hard time finding a seat because the
cafeteria was so crowded.
Students feeling lucky lined up
all along the front section of Phelps

to brave the new long distance baskets (24 to 26 feet). Those who
made the baskets won the grand
prize trip to the Detroit Pistons
Monday night against the Dallas
Mavericks. Also new this year was
the opportunity of winning the long
shot prize of a G a m e b o y by
Nintendo.
Many students also enjoyed
shooting for other prizes such as
director chairs, beach towels, and
Pepsi products. Ten people won by
chance with the scratch and win
tickets. Some students returned to
the court repeatedly and won as many
as six bottles of pop.
Others enjoyed just watching
them. "It's just fun to watch everyone else," Angela LoCicero ('96)
said. Kiersten Krause ('97), commented that she enjoyed hearing all
the announcements made by charismatic SAC director Karl Brotten.
He motivated diners to brave the
lines and go for the basket for prizes

See PISTONS page 2

Work on Tennis Center delayed due to weather Money matters: tuition upped again
by Jim Riekse
^taff reporter
Although it's towering metal
frame is all that is currently visible,
the 40,000 square foot, $1 million
DeWitt Tennis Center, a center enclosing six tennis courts and include
men's and women's locker rooms,
is scheduled for completion this
spring.
The undertaking was made possible by a gift to the college's "Hope
in the Future" endowmentcampaign
funded by Gary and Joyce DeWitt.
"Gary Dewitt has been a loyal
member of the Board of Trustees for
many years, and he and his wife
Joyce and their children have been
strong supporters and friends of
Hope College " President John H.
Jacobson said. "We're delighted to

have the privilege of naming this
wonderful new facility for the Gary
DeWitt family." Gary DeWitt is the
president and chief executive officer of Bil-Mar Foods Inc. of
Zeeland. He is also a member of the
college's Board of Trustees, and is
co-chair of "Hope in the Future's"
Holland/Zeelandregional campaign.
The facility owes it's creation to
the strong interest in tennis among
the DeWitt family. Two of the
DeWitt children, Rita and Dirk,
played tennis for Hope. It was in
fact Dirk DeWitt (*95) who made
the need for such a center known to
his parents. Although the building
will be completed in time for Dirk to
use it, the DeWitt's main goal was to
do something that will benefit the
college for many years to come.
The facility will be a boost for

Hope's tennis program, creating a
place for more convenient, all
weather practices, as well as a boon
for recruiting potential students. The
students in Hope's frequently canceled tennis classes and intramural
programs will also benefit.
The project, however, has been
plagued by delays, the most recent
being the unfathomable cold ofJanuary. Originally pegged for completion in November, the center is now
estimated to be completed in late
spring.
"The project has been delayed
three weeks due to the weather,"
Bill Anderson, Vice President of
Business and Finance said. "We
hope to have it open for tennis by
April 1. The showers won't be
completed, but the team will be able
to play."

Effective Fall 1994 the cost of a Hope education will
increase $1,000. Headed to different departments
within the college, money wiii be aiiocated as follows:

Academic Support

Financial Aid

Support
Physlcai

Anchor graphic by Rich Blair
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Peace Of Mind
Dave Chamin

NEWS OF INTEREST
w

Several weeks ago I received a
panicked phone call from a good
friend at the University of
Michigan.
"David," he began, T v e got
till five o'clock to drop my foreign
policy class, and I'm going to do
it."
His abrupt greeting woke me
up from one of the great joys of
my college career: a midaftemoon
nap. "Allright." I groggily
responded, 4tWhal are you going
to take instead?"
While trying to absorb this
news I slowly recalled one of our
previous conversations. In that
talk "Joe" had explained his prize
idea that he intended to develop
into his course's first policy paper.
At the time I had not listened too
well, and the facts filtered in like
gravel through a flour sieve.
Somehow, I remembered the gist
of his idea.
The upcoming arrival of the
Lillehammer Olympic games
seemed to be a fortuitous opportunity to promote global unity. Joe
thought it would be a novel idea to
have a "race for freedom" in
which several nations would offer
their best competitors for a single
relay race. The victors would be
presented with medals that would
be displayed in their home
countries. At the time I had not
been really impressed with Joe's

solution to pressing world
problems, and had tried to propose
more traveled roads of political
thought.
As I fought to recall my past
advice, Joe's nervous laugh
brought me back to 4:13 p.m. and
gave me indication of his thoughts
even before they became words. "I
thought I'd pick up Earthquakes
and volcanoes," was the sheepish
mumble that gave me a perfect
picture of his face even though he
was 300 miles away. Joe explained that this was a one credit
course which he was sure that he
could pass by attending maybe
once a week.
Normally, Joe was in for one of
David Chamin's lectures filled
with fatherly advice, but the usual
circumstances did not apply. Joe
had asked for my help in foreign
policy after learning that the
professor was a former foreign
correspondent for the New York
Times and that most of the
students were expecting a research
intensive seminar. I had gathered
some articles, but had not yet
mailed them off. Yet my assistance was not the real issue.
My friend was an "A" student
in high school, but hated every
minute of it. Condensation and
summary of 50 page articles
proffered by the foreign policy
establishment were not what he

had envisioned as an ideal
learning experience.
The real issue, however, was
not with Joe but with his approach
to ideals. Perhaps the greatest
irony was that the professor did
not find Joe to be the ideal
student. When Joe went to talk to
the professor and explain his "race
of freedom," the prof, was not
enthused. Joe's innovative and
partially humorous view of a
solution to international fragmentation was not only contemptuous,
it was beyond consideration.
"Drop the class, Joe, it isn't
worth killing yourself," I reassured. Joe's decision was already
made, and he was not really
asking me for approval or permission. Maybe Joe's idea was not a
truly vital or valid solution, but his
approach and enthusiasm were
refreshing. My frustration at his
professor's disinterest turned
inward as I realized my own
close-mindedness. I had basically
dismissed his idea just a week
earlier.
The rest of the conversation
was short, and Joe soon left to
drop/add. I made a little resolution
to never dismiss ideas out of hand,
and always consider different
angles.
Yet, before I got too worked
up, I felt my nap calling, and fell
back asleep.

and he hopes (Creative Dinning)
will continue to sponsor the event in
the future.
Fellow participant Jeff Amlotte
('97) agreed. He even persuaded an
usher to let him and some friends to
sit in the fifth row. Amlotte's group
later had the opportunity to be seen
on the "big screen at the Palace!"
Another student who was invited
to go on the trip enjoyed the ride to
Detroit also had a good time. "Phelps
treated us like kings...we ate a lot"
said Jason Prince ('97).
Jason Law ('96), a student who
won by scratching off a ticket, was

also gl^d he participated in the event.
"I had a lot of fun and am really glad
I went on the bus (to Detroit)."
The 25 Pepsi Piston Challenge
winners as well as Food Service
staff, some members of the administration, SAC members, and others
journeyed to Detroit Monday afternoon and returned late Monday.
Creative Dining Service is already planning to make next year's
event even better, and welcomes
any comments students may have
for next year, Belfour said.

Pistons —

Continued from page 1

and announced the lucky winners.
Students also agreed that the
Pepsi Piston Challenge should be
followed by other fun events. "I
think they should do more of this, it
gets people involved," said Todd
VanderVeen ('97).
"It's entertaining and good that
(Creative Dinning Service) is doing
something different," added Becky
Spenser ('97).
Winner Erik Carpenter( , 96) said
he was pleasantly surprised to win
the trip when he made the long distance 26 foot basket. Carpenter
added he thought the night was fun

BOSNIA
Following a NATO ultimatum, Bosnian Serbs began a withdrawal
from positions surrounding the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo. President
Clinton and other Western leaders had threatened air strikes against the
Serbs if the siege of the city had not been lifted. Serbian compliance
with the ultimatum was hastened by a pledge by the Russian republic
to contribute troops to any peace-keeping effort.
MIDDLE EAST
In a further development to the roller coaster which is the ArabIsraeli peace talks, negotiators for the PLO and the Israeli government
stated that in a week, remaining differences should be ironed out. The
representatives agreed to joint border control, which had been a major
point of contention. The Gaza strip and Jericho are still on track to
become the initial experiment of a Palestinian state. Separately, Syrian
backed Lebanese guerillas launched rocket attacks into northern Israel
and the Israeli security zone in southern Lebanon. Secretary of State
Christopher asked Syrian President Hafez al-Assad to attempt to
restrain the fighting during the peace talks.
SOUTH AFRICA
With constitutional elections quickly approaching, African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela attempted to reach a compromise with both black and white extremists. Gatcha Buthelezi, leader of
the largest single ethnic group in South Africa, the Zulus, rejected
Mandela's proposal of autonomous homelands. Response from white
nationalists was not forthcoming, but as Mandela's offer did not meet
their requests for independence, their acceptance is unlikely.
WASHINGTON
Continuing to be one of Washington's quiet rising stars, former
South Carolina Governor and Education Secretary William Reilly
affirmed the use of racially based scholarships for colleges and universities. Reilly's proclamation to permit race awards in order to increase
diversity or right past wrongs directly counters a Bush administration
proposal which would have eliminated such scholarships.
WASHINGTON
One of the public's pet issues will come before the Senate for debate
this week. The Balanced-Budget primary sponsor is Senator Paul
Simon (D-Ill.) and is supported by nearly half of all Democrats.
However, several powerful members on both sides of the aside oppose
the amendment because of the restrictive effect it would have on fiscal
legislation. While both parties are split on the amendment, billionaire
H. Ross Perot's United We Stand organization indicated support forthe
proposed 28th amendment.
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Congress

f l f i n u tes

February 17,1994
Submitted by Secretary Kristen Douglass
Attendence

RPVIPW

• Pacheco was up for attendence review. The motion to consider the
removal of Valerie was put to vote and defeated; 1 for, 25 against, 0
abstentions.
AnnouncemenK
• Comptroller Yantis reported that Milestones may be picked up at the
Union Desk.

Presidential Rpmarta
• Announced that Women s Week is next week. He gave a run-down
of the events.
• Suggested that Congress take an excursion this spring.
•Reported that the proposals that were passed last week are being
looked over by Dean Richard Frost.
•Announced that the four digit info machine will be set up soon in the
Union Desk.
•Reported that he talked with President Jacobson concerning the
condom distribution issue and the President was against the idea.
Board. Committee and Organl/atinn
• Lane reported that Women's Issues Organization is sponsoring the
upcoming Sexual Awareness Week.
• Yantis announced that a meeting will be held March 3 concerning
organizational budgets.
• Advisor Anne Bakker-Gras announced that applications for Student
Media General Managers and Editors are available at the DeWitt
Union Desk.
New Business
• Foster announced that in order to start a night basketball league and
educational classes for Holland youth, a grant is needed. Eric requested that Congress support the request for the grant. The motion
was voted on and was unanimously carried.
Task Groun Meetings
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• Almli announced that the Health Clinic Task Group is planning to
do a survey about whether condoms should be distributed.
• Antevelink reported that the Dow Center Task Group is focusing on
expansion of the weight room.
AnnniinreniP^
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• Pacheco announced that the date for the Congress excursion is
Sunday April 10 at 3:30pm.
• Foster announced that tickets for the March 12lh Student Speaker
Series, featuring Bertice Berry, will go on sale for Hope students for
$2 beginning Feb. 28 in the Union Desk.
^

Distinct cultures come
together at 'crossroads
Fierro says that learning Spanish
is easiest during the half hour of
singing at the start of the service.
"If there's ever going to be a The songs are all requested by memplace where we can come together, bers of the congregation, and an
it's got to be in worship," said Rev. English translation is often part of
Andres Fierro of Crossroads Chapel, the song.
Seth Dale ('97) originally went
held in Western Theological Seminary.
to Crossroads Chapel to learn SpanThis is the philosophy of the bi- ish better.
"I ended up loving the service
lingual church, whose services are
an equal blend of Spanish and En- and feeling like there's a real sense
glish. Rev. Fierro delivers his ser- of community there," Dale said.
When Fierro first came to Crossmons in pieces, first in one language
and then in the other, adding to the roads Chapel in 1985, it had been
dormant for four months and only
intensity of the message.
The congregation reflects this four congregation members rebicultural theme, attracting a com- mained. Today the Chapel is averbination of Spanish-speaking com- aging 80 people at each service.
munity members and others who are We're just now beginning to see the
learning to speak Spanish. Some fruits of the service, said Fierro.
"We can make things work if we
adults in the congregation are committed to teaching each other their become creative in how we do
respective languages, allowing com- things," he said.
The Reformed services are held
munity education students to apply
what they learn and those who don't Sundays at 11 a.m., usually lasting
an hour.
speak English to begin learning.
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter

Living Cheap in Holland
Keep in touch by computer
by Richard Blair
operations manager
H o w many times have you
avoided mailing that important letter because you just didn't have the
money for postage? OK, it is pretty
hard not to find the money to mail a
letter, but perhaps you use it as an
excuse not to send any mail at all.
Now you don't have an excuse.
The computing system on campus
offers an inexpensive alternative to
the slow and "expensive" U.S. postal
service. E-mail, short for electronic
mail, provides a fast and cheap alternative to regular "snail" mail.
Though your tuition is far from
cheap, it enables you to gain access
to this system and other services
without paying additional money.
All Hope students have access to
the computer system. Don't panic if
you have no idea how to use it—
CIT offers help for people trying to
use their accounts.
After a little preparation, the transition from paper mail to electronic
mail is a painless operation.
It's a simple matter to communicate with other students on campus.
All that is needed is some time and

an address. Similarly, communication with people who are not at
Hope and have Internet access is
also just as easy. Soon you'll be
trading e-mail addresses with friends
instead of phone numbers and standard mail addresses.
But wait, it doesn't end here.
Given the speed at which mail can
be relayed over the Internet, communication with friends around the
world becomes a routine matter. It's
even possible to make friends
through the Internet. However, this
takes a little more computer savvy
that just knowing how to use e-mail.
Access the to Hope computing
system opens up a whole world of
information and diversions. The diverse world of the Internet has many
areas. E-mail is just one small use.
With a little searching and a personal computer whole texts of books
can be retrieved from this system.
Shakespeare, Edgar Rice Burroughs,
and others become accessible with
the touch of a button.
E-mail is a handy and fun use of
Hope's computing system. A little
knowledgecan release the full power
of the global network to which it is
connected.

Campus Interviews
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Hope grad is cool... Huh, huh'

.

. .. n i .
y Ju le lair
campus editor

meet for the first time," Grandstaff
said. "We couldn't duplicate that
spontaneity again."

When Beavis and Butthead threw
When one door closed, another
worms into the fryer at Burger World opened. Not only did Grandstaff
and served them to the health in- come away from the show with a
s p e c t o r , H o p e a l u m T r a c y new romance (she had been set up
Grandstaff was one of the few adults on a blind dale during the pilot) but
that knew. After all, she put them up also a job offer to work for the
to it.
executive producer in the developFried worms, battered bugs, rat ment department reviewing sales
sauce...Grandstaff has inspired all pitches for new shows including
kinds of messes writing the scripts ' T h e State," "Lip Service" and 4 The
incorporating the hormone-driven Jon Stewart Show." When her diadolescent cartoon duo since she rector moved to Los Angeles, she
joined the staff at MTV in 1989, a was offered a position at the writer's
lucky turn that shifted her entertain- table in New York City to compose
ment career into high gear.
episodes of Beavis and Butthead.
"It is such a long, weird story,"
"It'smostly'ThreeStooges,'fartsaid Grandstaff, a communication joke humor," Grandstaff said. "It's
major and member of the class of about being a rebel and being able to
'86. "I had no idea what I wanted to get away with it. Beavis and
do when I graduated."
Butthead say stuff that everyone is
Disillusioned with the glitzy thinking but don't dare do."
world of television after completing
As the only woman on a staff of
an internship in talent relations with 14 writers for the show, Grandstaff
NBC in which Grandstaff
says she offers her colleagues a fresh
"babysat cranky stars on
perspective.
their way to talk shows,"
"I write a lot of scripts dealshe left her hometown
ing with women,"Grandstaff
of K a l a m a z o o and
said. "I'm creating a characheaded East to continue
ter now named Cassandra that
her summer job promotfalls in love with Beavis. She
ing a summer basketball
p l i i j is this kind of morose poet
league.
that wants to get in touch
After months of sitBeavis' inner pain."
ting courtside, Grandstaff \ | | | | : J : | | | | ; | | |
That kind of creative freegrew weary of the work
dom has allowed Grandstaff
and traveled to Philadelphia
to continue expanding and
where she accepted a job as a
adding to her experiences in
writer, photographer and ad rep \ | | i | | i * the entertainment industry. In
for l Sca«A/a^a2/;ie, a short lived
addition to writing, Grandstaff
-typepublication.
also does voice-overs for the feWhen the magazine went belly male characters, including Daria,
up, Grandstaff applied for a job at the smart-aleck that "puts Beavis
MTV and was hired for a position in and Butthead in their place."
Creative Services. There she uti- " D a r i a m a k e s Beavis and
lized her art minor from Hope to Butthead deal with women," said
create print advertisements and art Grandsaff. "She knows they are
work for MTV merchandise.
slackers but kind of forgives them

dians. Currently she is working on
an anti-violence spot
"I've gotten so much creative
freedom here," Grandstaff said. "It's
all starting to come together now. I
would like to try directing videos or
go on location with the Discovery
Channel...that would be a dream
job."
Grandstaff knows that the dream
may very well become reality with
the combination
of talent and
hard w o r k ,
an ethic she
nurtured
while
ar
Hope. "Invest
in yourself
and you will
be well rewarded," she
believes.
" A t
Hope, you
have the
chance to
be an individual," Grandstaff said. "I did a
radio show for WTHS as a freshman; that's something I could never
have done at any other school. You
can really make Hope work for
you...if, that is, you can get through
geology..."
Just as in college, the trick to
making it in the "real world" means
taking risks and sacrificing. Sometimes you just have to take a chance
or patiently wait it out, Grandstaff
said.
"Don't beat yourself up if you
have to take a job you don't like,"
she said. "The experience all adds
up. Try to get an internship. They
give you a chance to let you see what
you like and don't like."
Grandstaff also advises developing solid communication skills applicable to any job. "Never underes-

While at the office Grandstaff
had seen advertisements for people
to participate in a new MTV pilot
cailed "The Real World" in which
six young adults would be selected
to live with one another in a New
York loft. MTV cameras would capture their daily lives and evolving
relationships on video and air the
material. Grandstaff auditioned, got
the part, spent a weekend in the loft
filming, but soon found herself out
of a job. In response to test audiences,MTVcut theentirecast.'The
focus group people liked seeing us

timate the power of the pen," she
said. "If you can write, you can do
anything. It really is powerful."
Networking is another tool in job
searching, Grandstaff said. "Know
how to sell yourself. Know the personality of the company you're interviewing with and show them what
you've got. I can teach a parrot to
organize, but what is your personality like?"
"I definitely made a lot of mistakes along the way," Grandstaff
said. "But I never want to feel regret
for doing something I didn't do."

|||||||i

for it."
Grandstaff also does the voice
for Stuart's mother, the nerdytag-along loser from next door,
"I just try to imitate my mother's
midwestem voice," Grandstaff said.
"That pleasant 'Ok, kids, get into
the car now,' voic^."
Though Grandstaffsays she likes
the aspect of writing and doing voiceovers, she also wants to produce,
She began putting together public
service announcements with the creation of an ad to break down the
stereotypes of Native American In-

March 11,1994
O L D E , A m e r i c a ' s F u l l S e r v i c e D i s c o u n t Broker S M is
l o o k i n g for m o t i v a t e d p e o p l e to e s t a b l i s h a c a r e e r in
the b r o k e r a g e business.
O L D E offers:
12-18 m o n t h p a i d training p r o g r a m
Potential s i x - f i g u r e i n c o m e
Excellent benefits

WOMEN'S WEEK
1994
F E B R U A R Y 21 - MARCH 4

V)

If y o u p o s s e s s excellent c o m m u n i c a t i o n skills, g e n e r a l
m a r k e t k n o w l e d g e a n d t h e d e s i r e to excel, s i g n u p
f o r a n o n - c a m p u s i n t e r v i e w o n M a r c h 1 1 , 1 9 9 4 in t h e
Career Center.

3

If y o u a r e u n a b l e to a r r a n g e a n i n t e r v i e w call:

1 800 937-0606
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Scapinol makes for

A&E

one hilarious evening
by Rob Abbott
staff reporter
It was cloudy, damp and dreary
outside this weekend but the inside
of the DeWitt Theatre was downright vivid on Friday and Saturday
night. One could almost smell the
salt air blowing off the Tyrrhenian
as theatre goers were transported to
Naples' seaside quarter in Hope
Theatre's production of Scapinol
The mandolin serenades that
played before the show started thoi oughly prepared the audience for
this whimsical jaunt full of slapstick
and innuendo that featured—among
other rarities—an accordion-playing nursemaid, a singing gypsy and
a dancing cocktail waitress. We were
also treated to such quasi-Italian favorites as ' T h a t ' s Amore" and a
rendition of " 0 Sole Mio" that's
guaranteed to produce a chuckle or
two.
Based on M o l i e r e ' s Les
Fourberies de Scapin and written in
the tradition of the Italian com media
deH'arte, Scapino! is pure comedy:
raucous and full of energy. The cast
covered every inch of twostory-high stage and the
w h i r l w i n d of motion,
sound and color never
stopped until the final
applause.
The plot is simple, almost stereotypical—a
characteristic
of
commedia dell' arte plays.
Two young men, Matthew
Tailford (GPH) and Brent
Dacre ( k 94), seek the help of a
double-dealing
manservant,
Scapino, played by Todd May ( 4 94),
to convince their fathers to let them
marry young ladies who are less
than socially acceptable. Helped by
a quintessential Italian loafer, Dan
Hansen ( 4 97), Scapino succeeds in
duping both fathers and creating
more than a little entertaining trouble
for himself and others.
The simple plot, then, allowed
for the actors to use broad strokes to
develop their characters, for rapidfire, witty dialogue and for the positively acrobatic use of the space on
the stage. May, who played the title
role, never quit. The audience felt
his energy as he addressed them

masterfully, playing not just the part
of Scapino, but other characters that
the script called for. In the second
act, watch for a hilarious, virtual
one-man show as Scapino puts one
over on one of the fathers—a classic
villain, portrayed by 4 Thom. M
In supporting roles, the rest of the
cast added texture and characters
for May to play off of. "Thorn" and
David Misner, in the role of the
other father, were adequate as
bumbling patriarchs, employing lots
of slapstick and boisterous talk that
the audience enjoyed. Look for a
beautifully executed chase scene
between the fathers and Scapino set
to Vivaldi via jukebox. Tailford and
Dacre were effective as less-thanmature, heartsick rich kids and were
also entertaining to watch move
around—and under—the stage.
Brooke Sherrod ('97) and Lisa
Schrock ('96) were superbly cast as
the girlfriends. Schrock, as an Italian gypsy, is crucial to the
\ final plot twist and plays
I the part well. Watch also
I( for the silent but comical
\ ) entrance of the nursemaid,
' ( playedbyJulieMann( 4 94),
) in the second act.
Deserving of mention
and appreciation also are
the five members of the cast
who had few or no lines at
all. Duane Baldwin ('94),
Kristen Thomason ('96), Greg
Brown ('94), Jeremy Boersma
('96) and Janet Doughty ('97)
played employees of the seaside
cafe included in the set. The thruststyle stage reached out to the mezzanine resulting in the obsolescence of
a curtain. To reset the stage for each
scene these five actors had hilariously blocked vignettes at the beginning and end of each act.
The entire show was hilariously
blocked. Classic slapstick is an important tenet of commedia delTarte
and Scapino! was chock-full of sight
gags.
"We tackled this play in order to
challenge our students with the special demands of playing farce," Director John Tammi writes, "and to
help ward off the mid-winter cold."
And tackle it they did. A talented

See SCAPINO! Page 8

Hope welcomes 'piano man'
by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter
Interlochen pianist Michael
Coonrod will perform a concert of
20th century American piano music and is the featured artist on the
Hope College Artist Piano Series
on Thursday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m. in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Representative worics by Aaron
Copland, Cahrles Griffes, Charles
Ives and George Gershwin will be
featured, as well as pieces by diverse composers such as George
Crumb, jazz-genius Dave Bmbeck
and Western Michigan University
faculty member Curtis CurtisSmith.
The contemporary American
repertoire is a signal of many modem artists seeking to explore and
celebrate some of our nations most
dynamic and innovative compositions. Coonrad's tour around the
country is a part of his 1994 sabbatical project.
Coonrad is founder and director of the Interlochen Piano Festival, and a faculty member of

Interlochen Arts Academy in
Interlochen. He is also piano artist
at the Maple Mount summer Music Institute near Owensboro, KY.
As guest artist, Coonrod has
performed with the Louisville
String Orchestra, the Washington/
Idaho Symphony and L'Orchesrte
Ste. Trinite in Haiti. He has been a
recitalist for the American Liszt
Society, the Eastman School of
Music, the Baltimore Museum of
Art, the Louisville Youth for the
performing Arts School, and the
Michigan Music Teachers Association State Convention.
He received his early training
in Missoula, Mont, from the Dutch
pianist Lucien Hut, after which he
earned his master's and doctor of
musical arts degrees from the
Peabody Conservatory, part of
John Hopkins University.
Tickets for the concert will be
available at the door, and cost is $5
for general admission, and $3 for
senior citizens. Admission is free
for Hope students with a current
student identification.
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MAKING MUSIC: Organist Huw Lewis, assoc. prof, of musical Hope College wilt present
a recital on Sun., Feu. 27, at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Chapel. Admission is free. Before joining
Hope faculty in the fall of 1990, Lewis served as director of music at both St John
Episcopal Church and Temple isreai, both in Detroit. Born in Wales, he was awarded
teaching and performing diplomas from the Royal Academy and the Royal Coliege of
Music, and obtained Limpus Prizes (highest marto for playing) for both diplomas.

I Fiaminghi gives captivating performance
also performed the vigorous dancelike Bourree Classique, and the
"Wiener Waltz", a satirical antholI Fiaminghi's performance last ogy of all the cliches of the V iennese
week on Feb. 14 was one of the waltz.
The second part of the concert
finest this campus has ever experienced; featuring cellist, France began with Shostakovich's "ChamSpringuel, and performing from an ber Symphony in C minor. Op. 110",
advanced and thrilling repertoire of which is driven by a painstakingly
music, the ensemble of Flanders slow meter within three Largo moveshowed a variety of talent during a ments, in which the ensemble swells
and dies contiuously in trembling
captivating concert.
Springuel performed Haydn's heaves of overlapping chords.
The score makes use of the char"Cello Concerto in C Major, Hob.
VIIb:l." The opening Moderato is, acteristic of extended chromatic
in terms of time, quite grandly laid melodies that are often stretched
out and is devoted to the intense over long sustained notes. This dronexploitation of the theme with which ing style captivated and mesmerit opens. The lyrical and almost sen- ized the audience as if the chordal
timental Adagio leads into the final movements were somehow driven
Allegro of breathtaking virtuosity. by the inner muscle within each
Spinguel, an accomplished musical person.
The concert ended with Bartok's
technician, subordinated her mastery of technique to musical expres- "Diverimento for String Orchestra",
a piece of extended musical lansion.
I F i a m i n g h i ' s p e r f o r m a m c e guage and dynamic appeal. The
opened with excerpts from Britten's light-textured opening movement.
"Variations on a Theme of Frank Allegro non troppo, is dominated by
Bridge", a collection of short, exotic the six-note theme with which it
movements that explore themes and begins. In the middle movement,
and discover creative approaches to Molto adagio, the mood is somber,
musical expression. The ensemble sometimes dramatic, and the solo

by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter

group is seldom heard alone. The
instruments, muted here, took no
liberalties in tone and texture, employing each expressive theme with
disciplined communication between
groups and acute precision. It is
only in the final Allegro assai that
the real spirit of "diversion" suggested by the word "divertimento"
appears.
The m o v e m e n t s contain a
unique three-voice theme and variation section that shifts the melody
almost playfully to different solo
sections. The ensemble did this
with virtual ease, making a game
out of the challenging orchestration.
The movement offers solo passages
for each voice, allowing each player
to stun the audience, but this is done
in such extreme train-like speed that
there is little room for reaction. The
movement ends with a rapid reminder of the dance and an upward,
frenzied rush to the final, climactic
chord.
1 F i a m i n g h i e x p l o r e d many
moods and styles in their performance, displaying a variety of talent
that overlooked anything but technical perfection, emotional expression and musical vituosity.

Faculty performers take on innovative pieces
sorrowful cantilina employs a distinct sombemess to a fairly simple
opening melody-line. The theme is
Some of the finest of Hope Col- continually passed from piano to
lege music faculty performed from flute, moving through several key
a diverse repertoire in Wicher's au- changes before fading into a single
ditorium on Sunday, Feb. 20, con- dismal final note in the upper registinuing the 1994 Faculty Recital ter of the flute. The final movement,
Series; the performance featured presto giocoso, contains quick, fluChristopher Kanter, principle flutist ent gestures on the flute accompaof theGrandRapids Symphony, who nied by high staccato notes on
joined the Hope faculty last fall as piano; Kanter expressed his
virtuosity with quick double
flute instructor.
Kanter collaborated with pianist tonguing techniques during
Joan Crawford in Poulenc's "So- flighty scales and arpeggios.
Laura Floyd, soprano;
nata for Flute and Piano." The first
movement, allegro malinconica, Russel Floyd, clarinet; and
begins with an expressive, dancing Joan Conway, piano, permelody on the flute that centers formed Louis Spohf s Recitative
around a powerful orchestration. and Aria "Ich bin allein," a selection
Kanter showeddynamic energy, fre- from the opera Faust in which the
quently lifting his sound and strain- soprano expresses her loneliness
ing his vibrato to accomodate his before her wedding. Laura Floyd's
romantic and flighty sound. The performance was dramatic and en-

by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter

tertaining. Her voice swelled and
collapsed as she mourned her loneliness,expressing her emotions with
a dark, melancholy yearning to find
happiness.
The concert's most innovative
piece was Barney Childs'
"Interbalances IV", performed by
Brian Coyle, trumpet, and J. Scott
Ferguson, narrator. The piece combines music and poetry as well
as visual stimulation
in an attempt to
combine art from
the different ends of
the
spectrum.
Ferguson read from
t e x t s written by
Wilfrid Noyce and Samuel Heame
while sitting on a blue couch, and
Coyle experimented with different
techniques on the trumpet, such as

See FACULTY page 8
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An explanation from the editor.
, Well, it's been a while since
you've heard from me. I've been
sflting back silently watching the
Idlers pour in with your heartfelt
concerns. Unfortunately, with last
week's break and everything, our
faithful readers didn't find it in their
agendas to write to us. Thus, I must
once again reach into the depths of
my soul and relay my findings to
you.
' I must say, I've gotten kind of
used to not having to fill space with
these explanations. But, even though
'm kind of out of practice, I think I
can do it.
l ' a t e - b r e a k i n g NEWS
« In the past few weeks, our staff
hjis been faced with late-breaking
news stories which occur over the
Weekend, after our issues are already set. We at The Anchor have
worked extremely hard to get these
stories to you as soon as humanly
possible, rushing from source to
source, trying to hustle up some
information to send your way.
' Many times, we were given contijidictory information from various sources. Our job was just to
tHrow this information your way, in
the form we got it. This meant that,
in some cases, the stories seemed to
be incomplete.
' I apologize for this inconveience. However, it's a little hard to
give you the whole story when no
two sources will agree on the basic
fjjcts of the situation. So, basically,
we were as confused about what the
''feaT story was as you were.

tween Hope students and local residents. They focused on the fact that
the students involved were kept
anonymous.
There's a reason for this. While
the students agreed to speak with our
reporter and give her a first-hand
account of what happened, they did
so under the condition that we not
print their names nor anything which
would implicate their fraternity as
being the one involved — a tricky
dilemma.
While the names would have
given the story more validity and
made it more realistic to the readers,
we had an obligation to protect their
wishes. After much discussion and
conferencing, we decided that the
story could stand on its own without
naming names, figuring that if anyone really wanted to know badly
enough, all they had to do was ask
any number of students.

HOPE-FUL GRADS
Looking back over past issues of
The Anchor, as well as this current
one, it struck me that there have been
quite a few stories about some pretty
successful alumni.
Being a graduating senior with no
job lined up as of yet, this has been
encouraging to me. Like many seniors, I'm finding myself more interested in what I'll be doing in a few
months than what I have to do for
class tomorrow.
Seeing Reality Bites (a great flick,
by the way) this last weekend just
reminded me of how dismal the job
market is out there. I don't want to
use my B .A. to get a job as a manager
of The Gap!
ANONYMITY
So, in case you're wondering why
I have heard complaints about
the coverage of the January 26 story we have so many stories about people
about a brawl which broke out be- who don't even go here anymore.

k*

Heather Mumby
it's because they have done what all
college students aspire to do... have
a life after graduation!
WE'RE OUTTA HERE
This weekend, eight members of
The Anchor staff will be travelling
to scenic Minneapolis, MN to participate in the Associated Collegiate
Press' Best of the Midwest Newspaper Conference.
It's a chance for us to meet with
other college newspaper staffs and
compare notes and horror stories.
We will get a chance to hear from
professionals in the business and
learn from their years of experience.
(Okay, it's also a chance for us to get
off campus for a few days, but that's
not important.)
I'm also telling you this because
there are rumors of some harsh winter storms on the way this weekend.
Now, if by chance these storms
should hit while we are in Minneapolis, thus stranding us in the metropolis, there will most likely not
be an issue coming out next week
because our entire production staff
will be attending the conference.
This is just a warning, incase you
are frantically searching the campus
for a copy of The Anchor next
Wednesday and none can be found.
However, signs will be posted if
such an event should occur.

NEW VAN
Tbe shuttle van hours aud routes have been changed recently. The vans will now travel only from
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M-Th & Sun.—6 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
i. & Sat. — 6 p.m.-2 a.m.
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Why a week for women?
Some people might be wondering why we should be
dedicating an entire week, or two as the case may be, to
women. What is so special about the female gender that
we need to have a "Women's Week"?
As the bright pink guide to the festivities states, the
event is about "celebrating women and their
contributions." But, why just women? Why not also
have a Men's Week?
The answer to this question lies in the fact that we
celebrate men's contributions every day. They are upheld
as the founders of our society as those who provided the
building blocks for civilization. Monuments are built in
honor of great men. Holidays are named for them. They
are already the celebrated members of society.
Historically, the contributions of women have been
ignored, or passed over as incidental. Looking through
most high school and college level history books, you
will notice that there is little mention of women who have
shaped our world into what it is today. When asked to
name a female historical figure, most of us would probably
come up with someone like Betsy Ross, whose claim to
fame was sewing the American flag (even that is now
questionable).
The point trying to be made is that there is so much
we can still learn about the ways women have impacted
our world, ways women are still impacting our world.
Women's Week gives us the opportunity to hear about
what women have done. The Women' s Week Committee
has come up with a wide variety of events and
presentations which draw attention to the
accomplishments of women.
Looking through the schedule of events, it is plain to
see that the committee wanted to present a diverse
program which would appeal to almost everyone's
interests. Activities range from the arts to academia.
Audience members are invited to participate in workshops
about fostering cultural diversity and female/male
communication issues. They have worked hard to find
something for everyone.
Students, faculty and staff members should be
encouraged to attend at least one, if not many more, of
these planned activities. Even if you don't think women
should have a week of their own, that shouldn't deter you
from going to see some great artwork or hear some
spectacular vocals dedicated to them.
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From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling
I wanna be like Mike
"I think he's afraid of me."
— Chris Webber
By early next week, one of
the greatest signs that spring is
just around the comer, will be
fully visible.
Baseball Spring Training
Camps will be in full swing in
the Grapefruit and Cactus
Leagues with players dreaming
of capturing a World Series
Championship in October.
Michael Jordan will be
among those players.
. , Of course, the Gatorade
Corporation had better start
thinking of a new ad campaign.
Perhaps one featuring Jordan
singing "1 wanna be like Frank"
as in his teammate Frank
Thomas, the Most Valuable
Player in the American League
last year.
To his credit though, Michael
Jordan has insisted that although
this dream of his to play Major
League Baseball is "dead
serious" he doesn't expect to be
treated "like royalty" and would
accept a demotion to the minor
leagues if necessary.
M J . in the bus leagues?
"As long as it's a luxury
b u s " he jokes.
After a National Championship, two gold medals and three
consecutive NBA Championships, c^n this guy really b^.
serious? Can he pull it off?
What if he did.
What if Michael Jordan,
arguably the greatest basketball
player ever to play the game,
succeeded at becoming a halfway decent centerfielder for the
Chicago White Sox? Maybe
Charles Barkley would be a
relief pitcher next season.
Now, some say it's all a hoax
and some say it's just another

publicity stunt by the White Sox
(see Bo Jackson) and some say
he has baseball skills and some
say that he doesn't.
In the next few weeks though,
we are going to find out.
Maybe the question that will
never get answered but everyone
wants to know is, why? After all,
isn't this the same guy who held
a news conference to announce
his retirement from the NBA
because he wanted some privacy
and wanted to spend more time
with his family?
Some one had better tell "his
aimess" tjiat they play 162 games
in baseball's regular season and
including pre and post season
they play from March through
October.
I guess family time is over.
Maybe the question of why is
that Michael Jordan, the great
NBA star that he is, needs a
challenge in his life, the kind of
challenge that the NBA just isn't
offering him anymore.
People change their occupations everyday. Can't Michael
Jordan change his too, if he
wants to?
Besides, Bo Jackson and
Deion Sanders did their two jobs
at the same time, all Michael
Jordan is asking for is a shot at
one. •
So why is baseball and the
media so down on Michael
Jordan playing baseball?
Probably because they're
afraid that he will succeed.
But if he doesn't, he just
might return to his first sport and
show Chris Webber and the rest
of the NBA that there is no
challenge that Michael Jordan is
afraid to take on.
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Hope swimmers top MIAA
Women claim third consecutive title and men their fourth
by Greg Paplawsky
sports editor
Hope College has done it again.
Both men's and women's swim
teams defended their MIAA swimming and diving titles over the weekend at Albion.
The Hope women's team won its
third consecutive Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
championship and its thirteenth in
15 years. And the Flying Dutchmen
captured their fourth straight title.
Coach John Patnott has done a
supreme job with the Hope swimmers. He now has led the victory
charge for 17 titles for the men's
and women's teams under his administration. The Flying Dutch

reeked havoc on its opponents by (2:10.14). Those records can't stand
over doubling their nearest com- forever for as Rome fell so must aft
petitors' score. Hope finished with things that have outlived their use^
722 points, with Alma coming in a fulness.
On the mens side of the coin of
distant second with 357 points. The
rest of the field rounded this way: good fortune senior Kirk Assink
Calvin 305, Kalamazoo 302, Albion defended his title in the 1,650^
freestyle. As the meet wound down
290, and Adrian 99.
The men fared equally fine. Hope and the crowd believed no mor©
was the pick of the litter with 632 excitement was to be had, the 40(^
points, followed by Albion with 439, freestyle relay was called.
As Godzilla would stomp ToKalamazoo 434, Calvin 253, Alma
kyo, Hope's mens and women^
214, and Adrian 96.
Hope senior Dawn Hoving, who teams romped to victory leaving the
earlier in the year had a serious sweet taste of glory and victory in
injury, came back and won a third the mouths of all who find an escap®
individual event for a fourth con- from the humbug of life in general^
secutive year. Freshman Susan Hope proved in this meet they are
Loom an of Holland set an MIAA truly the best, a force to be reckoned
#
record in the 200 backstroke with.

Dutch look to upcoming tournament
by Seth Dale
staff reporter
The Hope College Women's basketball team is going to turn some
heads in the upcoming MIAA tournament. As the regular season winds
to a close, the Flying Dutch are
fighting for a .500 record and, at the
best, a third place finish in the conference. They're ready to be more
than that.
Wednesday night's 89-73 loss to
Alma might make you ask why one
should have this strange confidence
in the team. On the outside it looks
like they're in trouble. On the inside this game showed promise of
things to come. Not only promise
for next year but also next week, in
the tournament.
First of all, the contest was against
Alma, the MIAA division leaders,
who have fallen only once in league
play all season. They are led by the
league's top scorer, Katie Mans. In

this contest, despite foul trouble.
Mans put in her her typical 19 points
and was a menacing force down
low.
Playing a team of Alma's caliber
late on the schedule allowed Hope to
see what they'll be up against in the
post season.
Secondly, they saw first hand
what it's like to be playing a team
that is hot. Regardless of how well
Hope played on Wednesday, it's
tough to beat a team that shoots 67
percent for the game. Just to put that
in perspective; Hope only has one
player shooting over .400 (Carlson
.564) on the season.
Michele VanDamme lead the attack for Alma with 28 points (6
three's) on an 11-12 night.
Right from the opening tip off
Alma was hitting the mark. Despite
this output Hope was only at a three
point deficit with four minutes remaining on the clock. This showed
the women that they can play with

the best in the division.
•»
Thirdly, Hope was down by 22
points with 10 minutes left to play?
In the next six minutes they broughl
themselves back into the game with
a 22-3 run. In the playoffs you don't
get a second try. It's essential tha>
the Flying Dutch realize they can
overcome a deficit of any kind,
against any team. With stars like
Kristin Carlson ('95) and Nicki
Mannes ('95) this can happen. On
Wednesday Mannes came alive iff
the second half dropping threes as it
they were lay-ups and stealing the
ball seemingly at will.
The fact that Alma came back
with an almost equally brutal run in
the last four minutes of the game*
serves as a reminder to all coaches^
players, and fans alike, that every
team is hungry for victory.
In the books Wednesday was a
loss for Hope and a big W for Alma.
In my book it's a sign of success to
A
come for the Flying Dutch.

Hoopsters lose battle with visiting Comets
by Mark Max son
staff reporter
Like a couple of boxers going the
distance, the Hope College Flying
Dutchmen and the Olivet Comets
traded punches all afternoon before
Olivet won a 74-71 decision over
Hope College.
Both teams traded punches early
before slowing down to a heavyweight slumber. With the game
going back and forth, at the 10:15
mark. Olivet held a slim 23-20 lead.
Things slowed down considerably as both teams could only muster a combined 26 points the rest of
the half. Unfortunately for the
Dutchmen, Olivet accounted for 15
of those points and increased the
narrow three point lead into an 11
point lead at the 1:25 mark of the

first half. Hope then closed the
margin back to seven, 38-31, on a
Duane Bosma ('96) jumper and a
Matt Spencer ('96) trey as the half
ended.
After shooting a mere 39 percent
(11 for 28) in the first half, Hope
came out swinging in the second
half and quickly fought their way to
a 46-46 tie at the 15:50 mark of the
second half. Despite the few students present due to Winter Break,
the crowd came alive and both teams
geared up for a tight finish.
Going back and forth throughout
the half, neither team could pull
ahead by more than five. Both teams
stood toe-to-toe and a Jeff
VanFossan ('96) jumper again knotted the score, 70-70 with just 1:33
remaining. Lonell Williams of
Olivet, knocked down a jumper to

give Olivet a two point advantage^
VanFossan hit a free throw to bring
the Dutch within one but Hope could
not overcome the Comet lead in th^
closing seconds.
The game marks the first time
since 1979 that Olivet has come t(*
Holland and won. The loss drop§
Hope back to .500 and fifth place in
the conference with two games left
in the conference season.
4
Center Bosma led Hope with 19
points. Also garnering double-digit
honors were Doug Schlaff ('95) witU
14 points and VanFossan contributed 13 points.
Despite the loss, Hope is still
seeking home court advantage for
the MIAA tournament that begins
Feb. 23. Hope must first close out
the MIAA portion of their schedul^
with two games on the road.

IM basketball team to compete in state tourney,
by Mark Maxson
staff reporter
It's official. Hope College will
have an intramural basketball team
represent the college at the College
Intramural Competition hosted by
the Detroit Pistons at the Palace of
Auburn Hills. The all-day college
tournament is scheduled for Tuesday, April 19 and will start around
noon.
The tournament is a prelude to a
bigger event later that evening as the
Orlando Magic and Shaquille

O'Neal will play the Detroit Pistons. According to Student IM Director Matt McLouth ('95), Hope
will compete against other IM programs from across the state of Michigan in a single-elimination tournament. The competition will be tough
but not overpowering.
"We're not going there to lose. I
feel the quality of players is good
and I feel we can be very competitive." said McLouth.
Hope's IMs will be coached by
student assistant coach of the men's
varsity basketball team, Scott

Pedersen ('95). The 12 membei
team will be drawn through a tryouj
format. Tryouts for the team are
tentatively scheduled for March 7th
and 8th from 8 to 10 p.m. in the Do\^
Center. More details will be posted
on the IM bulletin board.
*
Team pairings forthe toumamen|
will be drawn at random.^iht round
losers are not completely outt
though. Members of the first roumi
losing teams can then compete in
the slam dunk and (NBA) three poinf

9

See IM page Q

Mannes sets three-point record in Dutch win against Adrian
by Mark Maxson
staff reporter
In a meeting earlier this season between the Hope College
Flying Dutch and the Adrian College Bulldogs, Hope placed four
players in double figures and
cruised to an easy victory. Saturday afternoon, Hope needed a
record breaking performance and
all the points that it could muster
in a much tougher rematch between the two teams.
Nicki Mannes (*95) rose to
the occassion with a career-high
31 points including a record setting 7 of 9 performance from
three-point land. Eight different
Hope players also contributed in
an 81-73 win over the Bulldogs.
Falling behind early, the
Dutch needed to come up big.
Trailing by ten, 21-11, Mannes
led a 13-3 run over the four minutes with seven points to draw
both teams even at 24-24. From
there, Hope continued to build
from the momentum swing and
built up an 11 point lead to go
into the locker room ahead of
Adrian 46-35.

The second half proved to be
more of a wrestling match between the two teams as both teams
reached the free throw bonus situation with more than ten minutes
left in the game. With 30 fouls
called in the second half alone,
neither team could build momentum and Adrian was able to claw
back into the game, trailing by
just two, 75-73, with 37 seconds
remaining. With Adrian gaining
possession of the ball, Hope
needed to come up with a big
defensive stop. A steal and a
layup by Shelly Kuyers (*96) with
11 seconds left sealed the game
for Hope.
Mannes' three-point shooting
performance breaks the record
held by teammateTami Hoileman
('95) set earlier this year. Following Mannes in the scoring
column was Kristin Carlson (*95)
with 17 points and 15 rebounds.
Shelly Kuyers ('96) added 9
points.
Hope now enters the MIAA
tournament hosting a first-round
game Tuesday against Kalamazoo College.

^

Anchor photo by Anne Horton

ADRIAN'S #30 crosses half court in challenging the Dutch durrlng Saturday's close
match-up.

MEN'S BASKETBALL:

Si®

mmm&m

f

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:

Wed., Feb. 2 3 , 7 : 3 0 p.m.

Thur., Feb. 2 4 , 7 : 3 0 p.m.

•ALMA

Simi-finals

Fri., Feb. 2 5 , 6 &8 p.m.

Sat, Feb. 26

Semi-finals at Calvin

Finals

MEN'S A N D WOMEN'S
SWIMMING:
Fri.-Sat., Feb 25-26
at Ohio University

• = MIAA opponent

Sat., Feb. 26, 7:30
Finals at Calvin

-
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The Hope College Theatre
Department Presents...
i I

**4

February 23, 24, 25, & 26
8:00 P.M. Nightly
DeWitt Center • Hope College
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Continued from page 4
blowing through the instrument and
violently pressing the keys to create
a rustling sound. The narration consisted of short, nonsensible phrases
such as: t4Pike are also of an incredible size in this extensive water" or
44
How much do men eat in three
weeks?" The piece was a dynamic
attempt at creativity, but it baffled

most audience members; it was hideous and beautiful, nonsense and
meaning, but, as the texts ends, "always a mass of confusing detail."
The performance ended with
Brahms* "Trio in A Minor, Op. 114",
performed by Russel Floyd, clarinet; Robert Ritsema, cello; and Joan
Conway, piano. It contains chal-

lenging harmonization between the
cello and clarinet, where each instrument strains in extreme registers. Floyd and Ritsema remained
reserved during this task and gallantly conquered the difficult orchestration. Their performance was
compelling and added a climax to a
concert of entertaining and diverse
repertoire.

technicians." Tammi remarks,
"[Smith's] set for Scapino! makes it
inviting for all of us to enter the
world of the play."
Scapino! will run from February
23-26, that's tonight until Saturday

night. Curtain time is 8pm and tickets are still available at the DeWitt
Theatre box office during regular
business hours.

Scapino!—
Continued from page 4
cast and a brilliant set, designed by
Richard Smith, professor of Theatre, went hand in hand to produce a
great show. "Directors and actors
rely heavily on the imagination, art
and craftsmanship of designers and

IM
Continued from page 6
shootout contests.
Tickets for the college tournament also include admission to the
game with the Pistons vs. Magic.
Tickets are now available weeknights for $ 10 at the IM office in the
Dow. The last day for ticket sales
will be Thursday, March 17. Transportation to the game will be pro-

vided and paid for by the IM budget.
More information and ticket reservations can be obtained through Matt
McLouth at , 394-6204.
In order to accommodate students with afternoon classes, two
buses will be made available. If
interest is high enough, one bus will
leave early forthe College IM Tour-

CHICAGO'S TOP.
ORIGINAL ROCKIN'
POP BAND
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OPPORTUNITIES
TO SUIT EVERY TASTE
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•
•
•
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TERING BLUES! CATCH 'EM AT:

CAlffPSO'S
Thursday, Feb 24 th
650 E. 24TH ST. • HOLUND • 616-396-0709
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Part-time help wanted. Mon.-Fri.
5-9pm. Starts at $5/hr. make up
to$10.395-1313.FOP 104 1180
South Washington Holland MI
49423 Unit 4

DIRTY DOZEN: We love you ^
and believe in you, Etas!! Keep it»
up!! — the Dorians

HOSTESS QUEENS: You know A
I love dinero, but this is ridiculous! I REFUSE! A n y h o w /
Shiela would not be happy t o '
find her car sandblasted, x o x o — ,
Twinkie

T H E
w

^

al

B A L L E T

GIRLS:

Well.
y
P -beauly"
grace? — Tiptoe
<
ou

ex

ect

—,
BIG RED KAPPA PLEDGES:»

F.L.A.B.: Hey!! Feel like living
up to your name? —Tatonka

How

^

bi

8 "?

Ho,

y

cow!

"

^

-

man
A

eJefT us what ^ou
thinks

Waiters/Waitresses
Apprentice Wok Cooks
Line Assemblers
Dish Machine Operators

E

E.
a
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•

China Coast
3050 Alpine Road
Walker, Ml

"BAD I S BEAUTI-

N

Hosts/Hostesses
Bartenders
Prep Cooks
Server Assistants
Cashiers

Apply In person dally from 9am-6pm
or call (616) 784-6518
for an appointment.

GODOT'S" AND ALL

I

JESSICA WHITON: Happy 20lh Birthday! You are forever Su- 4
preme! We'll do orange-cinnamon and Decartes soon, xoxo—*
Flo
i

COVERT'S

ACOUSTIC SOLO AL-

"MEAT:"

HONEY: I miss you! Darling*
you are my sunshine, my love,my sex toy, oh and my gummybear. This weekend will be in-*
credible
your very own*
GREMLIN

You'll find great pay, excellent benefits, and plenty of room to grow as
we do. Find out more.

UN THE HOLLAND HOLIDAY INN

NIGHT"

T

•

When it comes to sood food - and sreat opportunities - no one does it
better than Genera! Mills Restaurants, Inc. With such successes as The
Olive Garden and Red Lobster soing strong, we are now launching our
newest concept, China Coast. It's new, it's innovative, and it's another
winner. We have a variety of opportunities available - one is bound to
suit your taste.

...loaded with smart hooks, sincerity, and plain old fun." - THE
HARD REPORT •RAVE-UP ROCKERS! DANCE ABLE DITTIES! BLIS-

"Not Dead Y e t " ) ,

PROMOTE
our
SPRINGBREAK packages with
our posters and flyers, or SIGNUP
NOW for springbreak rooms.
Daytona, Panama, Padre, Cancun,
etc. $129 up. Call CMI 1-800423-5264.

TRENT: Happy Birthday Old^
Man! Too bad you're not here to
4
share the cake. —Mr. Bear

—Susan

exAMPtes

RALPH

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING -Earn
up to $2,000+/ mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Summer & FullTime employment available. No.
exp. necessary. For info, call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5624

D E A R E S T T R E N T : Happy
Birthday Honey! I'm excited
about this weekend. I love you!!

Restaurant

WATERDOG RECORDING ARTISTS

LEADER

nament. A second bus will then
leave in the late afternoon for students wishing to see the Orlando
versus Detroit game.
"Just think, you can get a 20
dollar ticket, a ride to the game, and
see the Shaq for ten bucks," said
McLouth.

• • • • S P R I N G BREAK ' 9 4 " "
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
H o n d a & Padre! 110% Lowest
Price Guarantee ! Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 328-7283.

Fallon
a

Grand

I

RITAURANT

)

Rapidt

An Equal Opportunity Employer

4 5 1 - 2 8 0 0

a l k n d a r oi

km:ms

Arts & Entertainment

Student Organizations

SAC movie Fri.-Sun., Feb. 25-27, Poetic Justice, Fri. <fe Sat. 7 and 9:30 Fellowship of Christian StudenU Mon., 7:30 p.m. in Dinment 12.
nightly. Sun. 6 p.m.. Winants Aud..
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Knickerbocker Theatre Fri., 8:30 in Otte Rm., Phelps Hall.
Feb. 23-24, Leon the Pig Farmer, 7 & 9:15 nightly.
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Feb. 25-28, Tito and Me, 7 & 9:10 nighUy.
Mon. contact Counciling Center call *7945.
Theatre PerformanceEnvironmental
Issues Group Feb.23-26 Scapino!, 8 p.m., DeWitt Theatre.
Thu., 6 p.m. in Lubben 107.
Women's week Folk ArtAmnesty International Feb. 23-24,10 ajn. to 6:30 p.m., Maas aud.
Thur., 8 p.m. in Kletz.
Christian magicianStudent
Congress Fri., Feb. 25, Shquh Jacob, 8:30 p.m., Kletz
Thu., 8 p.m. in Maas Conference rm. Public
Campus Events
welcome.
Nurses Christian Fellowship SeminarFri., 8:30-9:45 a.m. in Georgetown United Methodist Church.
Fri., Feb. 25, Biology, 3 p.m., Peale B50
Womens Issues Orginization Fri., Feb. 25, Chemistiy, 4p.m., Peale B50.
Thru., 4:30 p..m., in WI Center, Chapel Basement.
Fri., Feb. 25, Philosophy, 4 pan.. Lubbers 101
Habitat for HumanityCareer Planning WoricshopsThu., 6:30 pjn., Dinment 10.
Wed., Feb. 23, Career Fitness, 7 p.m., Sligh building
Eating
Disorders Support GroupMon. Feb., 28, Career Fitness, 6 p.m., Sligh Building
Tue., contact Counciling Center *7845.
Aits & Humanities ColloquiumSpanish ClubWed., 23., 4 pjn., Nykerk 101.
Wed., 7:30 p.m. in Graves 201.

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
8 The Anchor February 23,1994
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Pregnancy?
BirthControl?
Sexually Transmitted
Diseases?

3

AIDS?

CD
Q,
,o

Call X7585

Confidential counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

Hope College
HEALTH CLINIC
The Anchor
Hope College DeWitt Center
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, Ml 49422-9000
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